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§ 1 Introduction

The double radio sources constitute one of the most puzzling
42problems in astrophysics. Typically such sources emit 10 erg

sec , in extreme cases even one or two orders (or even three)

of magnitude more. Usually a galaxy is situated almost exactly

half the way between the radio sources.

Most theories of these objects have followed essentially two

different lines. Some scientists have postulated that there are

stellar objects in the centre of the radio stars which deliver

the energy but none has been found so far. Others have postulated

that the galaxy in the centre has emitted two jets in the opposite

directions, which in some way have been kept together during their

long travel. Both the emission mechanisms and the focussing mecha-

nisms suggested so far seem to be highly speculative and there is

no serious attempt to outline where the energy ultimately comes

from. Moreover, the plasma formalism on which these theories are

based is in general of a type which is found to be invalid in all

those regions of space (magnetosphere and parts of the heliosphere)

which have been explored through in situ measurements by means of

spacecraft.

According to Hargrave and Ryle (1974) none of these theories are

reconcilable with observation. They conclude that energy must be

continually transported to the radio sources from the central

galaxy.

§ 2 General approach to cosmioal plasma physics

Theoretical plasma astrophysics is usually based on a formalism

which broke down in the laboratory about 20 years ago (the "ther-

monuclear crisis"). Its application to the magnetosphere has proved

to be invalid during the last five or ten years. (See Alfvén, 1968,

1975, 1976, 1977 and Alfvén and Arrhenius, 1976.) In this "pseudo-

plasma" formalism one neglects a number of important plasma phe-

nomena (e.g. electrostatic double layers, current sheaths, pinch



effect, critical velocity) which now are generally recognised

to be of decisive importance (see Alfvén, 1968; Fälthammar 1974,

1977; Block and Fälthamroar, 1976; Block, 1972, 1975, 1977; Sher-

man, 1973; Danielsson, 1973). The difficulties are also due to the

fact that a plasma often is so complicated that it cannot be under-

stood without very careful diagnostics, which it is impossible to

make without in situ measurements.

The latter statement means that cosmical plasma physics outside

the region accessible to spacecrafts necessarily must remain so

speculative that one is tempted to question whether it is an

appropriate field of serious science. The chance that any easy

chair mechanism, however ingenious, should turn out to be correct

is indeed very small. We know from many discouraging experiences

that a basic property of a plasma seems to be that it always does

something else than the theoreticians have expected it to do.

If we want to draw a less pessimistic conclusion from this it

should be that the methodology which still dominates cosmical

plasma physics is inadequate: we have to select a drastically

different approach. It seems that the new approach should be based

on the recognition of the fact that the plasma has general patterns

of behaviour which in important respects are the same in the labora-

tory and in the ionosphere-magnetosphere-heliosphere. We may expect

that the general pattern is the same also in the more distant re-

gions of space which still are unaccessible to in situ measurements.

However, this pattern is often so complicated that only partially

it is suited to the usual formalism based on the treatment by

differential equations. Often it is more adequate to use a

semi-empirical approach: we know that under certain circumstances

the plasma behaves in a certain way, even if it is difficult to

describe this by exact mathematic formulae. From this we con-

clude that under similar circumstances the plasma should behave

in a similar way.

This approach means that it may be possible to extrapolate from

one situation to another. Methods to translate laboratory mea-

surements to magnetospheric conditions have been worked out much

in detail and are now very important in clarifying the conditions

in the magnetosphere. (See Alfvén, 1968; Fälthammar, 1974? Block,



1976.) One can also with some confidence extrapolate from one

geometrial situation to another and also to a plasma which has a

different density, temperature or magnetisation.

In the following we shall use this approach and show that the

double radio stars may be analogue to certain processes which are

well-known in the laboratory. These phenomena have been extra-

polated successfully to the magnetosphere, and, as a third step,

also to the heliosphere. We may consider the double radio sources

to be the fourth link in this series of extrapolations.

§ 3 First case. Electric double layer in laboratory discharges

An electric current I in a discharge tube often produces electro-

static double layers.(See Torvén, 1975, 1976, 1977.) This pheno-

menon has been known for a century. It is often very complicated

but the basic mechanism is fairly well understood. (Block, 1975,

1977.) It is a purely electrostatic phenomenon and can be pro-

duced even in the absence of any appreciable magnetic field. Over

a distance of ths order of 10-100 Öebye lengths there is a voltage

drop AV produced by a thin layer of positive charge close to an-

other layer of negative charge. A power P = I AV is dissipated,

primarily in the form of accelerated charged particles.

A double layer is often produced at a point wh e the diameter

of the discharge tube changes but it is also possible to set up

such a double layer at any point of a uniform glass tube in which

the plasma is confined. Fig. 1 a. The energy release in the double

layer may be so large that at the point where it is set up the

glass tube glows and even implodes. The double layer usually oscil-

lates and emits noise with a very broad frequency spectrum. The

power F is supplied by a voltage source in the circuit which may

be located at any distance. The energy is transferred to the

double layer by the electric circuit. The behaviour of the double

layer depends not only on the plasma parameters near it but also

on the resistance and inductance in the whole circuit as is clear-

ly demonstrated by Torvén. For example, if a large inductance is

introduced, the layer may explode and completely disrupt the cur-

rent. In this case most of the magnetic energy in the circuit is

released at the layer in a very short time (often in a few micro-

seconds) .



The study of double layers shows in a drastic way how inadequate

much of the usual plasma formalism is. What probably is a very

important mechanism of energy transfer is usually neglected.

If a longitudinal magnetic field is applied this may partially

confine the plasma to a cylinder at such a distance from the walls

that their influence becomes negligible. Fig. lb. Outside the

plasma column marked in the figure the degree of ionization is

much lower, although not negligible. Also in this case double

layers can be produced. This shows that in the above experiment

the walls are not essential (although in certain respects they

influence the plasma behaviour). If the magnetic field is so

strong that the electron Larmour radius is small compared to the

distance to the walls, the equipotential surfaces of the double

layer are continued as cylinders enclosing the cathode side of -

the plasma column. Outside the equipotential cylinders there is

no appreciable electric field (under the condition that the ioni-

zation in the surrounding is above a certain rather low value).

Hence the equipotential surfaces have the same shape as around

a cable immersed in a conducting medium. This means that in

certain respects the plasma column is similar to a metai wire sur -

rounded by an insulator. This state is difficult to describe by

the ordinary plasma formalism, especially as this must include

as "boundary conditions" the inductance and resistance of the

circuit. In fact in many cases the ordinary circuit theory is

more useful: we may represent the plasma by an insulated metal

wire and the double layer by a non-linear circuit element.

§ 4 Second case. The auroral circuit

Recent magnetospheric-ionospheric research has demonstrated that

at the dawn side of the auroral zone there are currents flowing

into the auroral zone at high latitudes and leaving the zone at

somewhat lower latitudes. (Armstrong, 1974, Smuda, 1974, Boström,

1974, 1975). (At the evening side the currents have reversed direc-

tion.) The currents flow in a sheath along the magnetic field

lines (Birkeland currents). The circuit is closod in the upper



ionosphere and in the plasma near the equatorial plane.

Seen from a non-rotating coordinate system the e.m.f.

V = C v x B - ds (1)

is essentially due to the polarization of the plasma in the

equatorial plane which drifts in the sunward direction with velo-

city v and has a magnetization B. Also the ionosphere gives a

contribution to the integral but this is usually smaller.

In the regions where the current flows upwards from the auroral

zone, one or more electrostatic double layers are often produced

at a height of about 5Ö00 km. ( Shawhan et a_l, 1977) The com-

plicated phenomena associated with this are far from fully under-

stood, but a recent theory by Lennartsson (1976, 1977 a and b)

seem to explain at least the basic mechanism.

Above the double layer (or layers) the equipotential lines seem

to form cylinders around the current carrying flux tube, similar

to what happens in the laboratory. A spacecraft passing this con-

figuration registers an "inverted V event" (Gurnett, 1972). Below

the double layer there is a beam of high energy electrons, accelera-

ted at least in part in the double layer. They are often almost mo-

nochromatic and their pitch angles are often small. Most of their

energy is dissipated in the ionosphere where they produce aurora.

It is evident that in essential respects this magnetospheric

phenomenon is similar to the laboratory phenomenon discussed in

§ 3. In an electrostatic double layer (or perhaps in a series of

such layers) charged particles are accelerated. The power P = I AV

which is required for this is taken from an energy source far

away. In fact, the primary source of energy in the magnetospheric

circuit is the kinetic energy of the sunward convection of plasma

in the equatorial plane. (We shall not here discuss through what

mechanism this energy is replenished, ultimately it comes from

the solar wind.) In the laboratory the energy is supplied from the

kinetic energy of the rotor in the electric generator which serves

as energy source.

In both cases energy is transmitted to the double layer over a

large distance. The energy is transferred through the electric

circuit. As in all circuits this can be envisaged as a Poynting

vector energy transfer. The electric current I which transfers

the energy to the layer is carried by thermal electrons which

have a much lower energy before f-.bpy enter Lhe layer than after
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they have passed through it. Of course the energy release in the

double layer has nothing to do with "magnetic merging". In the mag-

netotail a current is flowing in the equatorial plane. According to

Boström (1975) this current may give rise to double layers, which

sometimes explode. Although this phenomenon is not explored as much

in details as the auroral current system, the function of such doub-

le layers may be the basic phenomenon in magnetic substoms.

§ 5 Third case. Heliospheric current system.

Of the heliospheric current system only the pare of the circuit which

is located in the equatorial plane has been explored by in situ mea-

surements. Fig.3. These show that the radial component of the current
g

is about 3-10 . From Kirkhoff's law we conclude that this current

flowing toward the sun roust be closed by currents leaving the sun,

which means that there must be high latitude outwards current, which
g

in case of symmetry are 1.5 - 10 A in each hemispere. How close to

the axis these currents flow is unknown, but it is likely that the

"polar plumes" in the solar corona mark their foot print. (See fur-

ther Alfvén, 1977.)

If we compare the heliospheric and the auroral current systems we

find that they are similar in essential respects. In both cases the

e.m.f. is due to the integral in (1) being different from zero.

However, there are a number of modifications:

1. The main e.m.f. is produced by the sun, which acts as a unipolar

inductor. The plasma motion in the equatorial plane is due to the so-

lar wind which is essentially radial with the result that the inte-

gral taken over this part of the circuit is zero. The current system

is azimuthally symmetric. (Concerning the "sector structure" see

Alfvén , 1977.)

2. Because the current is large enough to modify the dipole field

considerably, and because of the solar wind, the equatorial current

extends over a very large region and is spiralled. Further the pole-

ward branch of the Birkeland currents is moved close to the axis

(how close is not known). The circuit is closed at a very large dis-

tance, in any case outside the region yet explored by spacecrafts.

A very important question is wether in the heliospheric circuit there

is an analogy to the double layers in the auroral circuit. By analo-

gy with the magnetosphere we may expect such layers high above the

surface of the sun in each of the polar regions. Because the solar

circuit is azimuthally symmetric (as indicated by the measurements in

the equatorial plane), we should expect the double layers to be sym-

metric with reference to the axis of the sun, most probably located
on the axis.
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Arguments of this kind have led to the prediction that there should

be two double layers (or set of double layers) on the solar axis,

one in each hemisphere. Such layers should in principle be detectabl<

through the high frequency noise they emit or through the charged pa:

tides which they accelerate. However there are two reasons why we

cannot claim that the prediction is very reliable. First, the gene-

ral theory of the formation of such layers in space is not yet worke<

out in detail. Second, we do not know the plasma properties in these

regions very well, because no in situ measurements have yet been ma-

de there. It is not yet possible to decide whether the layers should

be close above the solar surface or very high up.

It seems that the Jovian magnetosphere is similar to the heliosphere

but there are not yet enough measurements for definite conclusions.

Also the current in the equatorial plane of the sun may produce

double layers, in analogy with the current in the magnetotail.

§ 6 Case 4. The radio double source

If in the heliospheric circuit we replace the rotating mag-

netized sun by a galaxy, which also is magnetized and rotating,

we should expect a similar current system, only magnified li-

nearly by about 9 orders of magnitude. This seems to be a very

large extrapolation, but in reality the successful extrapolation

from the laboratory to the magneosphere is by almost the same

ratio.

The e.m.f. is given by the integral in (1) taken from the galac-

tic centre out to a distance where the current leaves the

galaxy, which may be the outer edge. Inside the galaxy the

current may flow in the plane of symmetry similar to the current

sheath in tht equatorial plane of the sun, but whether the

intragalactic picture is correct or not is not really important

to our discussion.

The e.m.f. which derives from the galactic rotation is applied

to two circuits in parallel, one to the "north" and one to

the "south". As galaxies in general are highly north-south

symmetric it is reasonable that the two circuits are very

similar. Hence we expect a high degree of symmetry in the current

system.

In the magnetosphere the current flowing out from the ionosphere

produces double layers at some distance from the earth (cf.

Block, 1972, 1975, 1977, and Lennartsson, 1977 a). Because of the
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similarity of the plasma configuration we expect double layers

at the axis of a galaxy, and a large release of energy in them.

It is suggested that the occurrence of such double layers is the

basic phenomenon producing the double radio sources. Fig. 4 a.

This agrees with Hargrave and Kyle's conclusion that energy must

be continuously supplied to the radio sources from the central

galaxy.

In the galactic circuit the e.m.f. is produced by the rotating

magnetized galaxy which implies that the energy is drained from

the galactic rotation. By the same mechanism as in the auroral

circuit it is transferred to the double layers where the power

P = IAV is released. In one or probably a large number of adja-

cent double layers at each side of the galaxy an acceleration

or charged particles takes place. From the magnetosphere we

know that layers are produced when the current flows outwards.

(Whether double layers can be formed when the current flows in-

wards is still an open question.) If the same is true in the ga-

lactic case, there is a flow of thermal electrons to the layer

from the outside and when passing the series of double layers

these get accelerated to very high energies. Hence a beam of very

high energy electrons is emitted from the double layer along the

axis towards the central galaxy. The process we have described is

just the same as produces auroral electrons, only scaled up enor-

mously both in size and energy.

In analogy with the current in the magnetotai.1, the current in

the equatorial plane of a galaxy may also produce double layers,

which may be associated with large release of energy.

§ 7 Comparison with observations.

Fig.4b shows the radio astronomy picture of a double radio source.

It is essential in our model that the e.m.f. of the galaxy has such

a direction that the axial currents flow outwards. The double layer

they produce should be located at the outer edges of the strong

radio sources. When electrons conducting the currents outside the

double layer reach the double layer, they are accelerated to very

high energies. Similarly, ions reaching the double layer on their

outward motion from the central galaxy, will be accelerated out-

wards when passing the double layers. The strong axial current

produces a magnetic field, which pinches the plasma confining it

to a cylinder close to the axis.



Although the electrons are primarily accelerated mainly in the

direction of the magnetic field, they will be scattered by mag-

netic inhomogeneities and spiral in such a way that they emit

synchrotron radiation. With increasing distance from the double

layer they will spread, and their energy and hence their syn-

chrotron emission will decrease. This is in agreement with the

observational picture. It is possible that some of them will

reach the central galaxy, and produce radio emission there. It

is also possible that the observed radio emission from the cent-

ral galaxy is due to some other effect produced by the current.

(There are several mechanisms possible.) We shall not discuss

the phenomenon in the central galaxy in this paper.

The ions passing the double layer in the outward direction will

be accelerated to the same energy as the electrons. Because of

their larger rest mass they will not emit very much synchrotron

radiation, but there are a number of other mechanisms by which

they may produce the observed radio emission from the regions

further away from the central galaxy.

It should be stressed aya.ln that just as in the magnetosphere

and in the laboratory the energy released in the double layer

is transferred to it by electric currents which essentially con-

sists of relatively low energy par hides. There is no need for

a beam of nigh energy particle shot out from the central galaxy

(and still less for p-oiro "lys-terious "plasmans".) On the contrary

the central -jalaxy may be bombarded by high energy electrons

which have got thoir energy from the double layer

Like most field aligned currents in cosmical plasmas, the cur-

rents flowing from the central galaxy to the double layers are

likely to be pinched. This means that they consist of one or

more filaments. The magnetic field is of the order B = I/r where

r is the radiun of the filament or the bunch of filaments. In

circuit theory the magnetic energy in the circuit is described

as being due to an inductance L so that

where I is the current. Tbo integral should he taken over the

whole region where 1 produces a maefnetic field. The circuit

also contains a resistor R.
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We do not yet know with certainty what decides the height

of the auroral double layers. Presumably the position is

given by the electric field produced by the mirroring of

charged particles which are carrying the current (Lennartsson,

1977 T ) . Hence it is difficult to decide what determines the

distance from the central galaxy to the double layers. It

seems likely that the currents from the central galaxy to

the double layers are pinched but that outside the double

layers the current lines as well as the magnetic field lines

diverge, so that the currents spread laterally on their way

to "infinity" or towards the outer edge of the central galaxy

which they eventually must reach i.i order to close the cir-

cuit.

In the same way as the sun's rotational axis is not exactly

perpendicular to the ecliptic plane, the axis through the

radio sources need not necessarily be perpendicular to the

galactic plane.

Furthermore, not only the axial currents but also the current in

the equatorial plane may set up double layers, whjch release

energy. Hence radio sources may be produced both at the axis

or not very far from it and in the equatorial plane.

Gibson (1975) has investigated statistically the location of

double radio sources with respect to the rotational axis of

galaxies. He finds that th? assumption of a random, distribution.

agrees somewhat better with observations than a preference clor;e

to the axis or close to the plane of symmetry- As he do-?s not

distinguish between the two cases we have discussoJ, there

seems not to be any conflict betwoen his observational results

and our model.

It is difficult to predict theoretically whether the radio

sources should be at a time constant distance from the central

galaxy or whether they should move outwards (be "shot out"

from the galaxy). In principal they may even move towards the

galaxy. Observations seem not to give any indication of

an outward motion. It is possible that the distance is a

function of the current. If two or more pairs of radio sources

are found at different distances from the central galaxy this

does not indicate that there has been a "series of explosions"

in the galaxy. A current in a plasma can very well produce

consecutive double layers in several regions.
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§ 8 Discussion•

Very little can be understood about a complicated phenomenon

unless we first of all account for how it is energized. Contra-

ry to earlier theories, which usually have postulated an un-

known mechanism for the transfer of energy, our approach cen-

ters on this.

Furthermore, contrary to earlier attemptr. to understand the

double radio sources our approach includes no ad hoc assump-

ti ans. The only assumption we make - if it should be called so

- is that a plasma has the same general properties in the la-

boratory, the magnetosphere, heliosphere, and a galaxy. More

specifically, we have found that the same circuit can describe

essential properties of a plasma in the first three cases, and

from this we conclude that the same circuit might b« applicable

also in the galactic case.

The circuit consists of an e.m.f., a resistance, an inductance,

and electrostatic double layers. The difference between the

four cases it is applied to, is essentially /geometric. The ener-

gy source is the rotor of an electric generator or a rotating

star or a rotating galaxy acting as a unipolar inductor in the

cosmic cases. Only in the case of the magnetosphere it is

somewhat different viz, the translational motion of a plasma.

In details there are of course a number of differences: The

magnetospheric current system is often highly asymmetric in

the north-south direction because of the summer-winter asym-

metry in ionospheric conductivity. Contrary to this the helio-

sphere system may in average be symmetric with reference to

the sun's magnetic equatorial plane, but is moving up and down

with considerable amplitude. In the galactic case there seems

often but not always to be a symmetry with reference to a

straight line through the central galaxy, but the line does

not in general coincide with the axis of rotation.

§ 9 Quantitative considerations.

After this qualitative analysis it is essential to check whether

our model is accepcable from a quantitative point of view.

Unfortunately what is known about the cosmic conditions is

very uncertain so our calculations may easily be in error by

one order of magnitude, perhaps in some cases even more.

The current in the circuit is driven by an e.nt.f. between the

centre and periphery of the galaxy:

V - v B
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where v is the velocity of galactic rotation, B . is the

magnetic field component perpendicular to the galactic plane

and r the radius. We know very littla about these quantities

for the central galaxies associated with double radio source»;,

if we take order of magnitude values for our own galaxy:

v = 10 cm sec" B = 10~6 gauss, r = 3'10?2
Cm we obtain

v
g al =3-10 emU = 3*10 volt, a value which easily may

be wrong by one or more orders. In case only the galactic

nucleus plays an important role we should put r = 3*102* cm

but probably increase B by one order of magnitude, which gives

the same value for V.

The circuit equation is

V g a l - AV - P.I • L f|

where AV is the potential over the double layer, R and L the

resistance and inductance of the circuit. If R is neglibible

(as is often the case in cosmic situations) the current grows

as long as V . > AV. If AV = V , the current is constant. An

energy dissipation of a typical observed value of 10 erg sec =

10 watt requires a current of I = 3«10 emU = 3'1017 A.

This current may be distrib tted in a number of parallel fila-

ments, each producing a number of double layers.

24
If the distance between the radio sources is 10 cm, the in-

0 A IS
ductance of the circuit may be of the order L -- 10 cm = 10 H

1 2 57
and the magnetic energy W M _ = 4 I, I of the order 10 erg =

e0
 w a9 z 44

10 joule. As the kinetic energy of a galaxy with mass 10 g

and velocity 108 cm is of the order 10 ° erg = 10 joule, the

required magnetic energy is only a small fraction of the galac-

tic kinetic energy. However, it should be observed that primnri-

ly only the kinetic energy of the interstellar medium is availa-

ble because it is difficult to brake the motion of stars.
If suddenly V , becomes zero the current will continue to flow

^^ 11 16
but it will decrease with the time constant T p = •— = 10 sec =
3-108 years.

None of these values is irreconcilable with what we know about

galaxies and double radio stars. Hence there seems to be no ob-

vious quantitative objections to our model. On the other hand ou

real knowledge of the conditions is so uncertain that we cannot

speak of a quantitative confirmation.
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Under certain conditions double layers are known to "explode".

The voltage drop increases very rapidly, with the result that

the dissipated power rapidly increases by several orders of

magnitude. Under laboratory conditions AV may go up from 10

volts to 100 000 volts in a few microseconds. Cosmical examp-

les of similar explosions are solar flares, see Carlqvist,

1969, magnetic substorms, see Boström, 1975, and the "folding

umbrella" phenomenon in cometary tails, Mendis, 1976. Hence

it would not be surprising if a radio source which normally

is characterized by the above values dissipates several orders

of magnitude more energy during a limited period of time. This

period may be much longer than the period during which the

objects have been observed. The energy which is dissipated

in the radio—sources is primarily taken from the inductive

energy of the circuit, and is essentially independent of the

conditions in the galaxy during the last period T .

The enourmous energy release in the radio sources makes it

likely that the energy transfer to them has been essential

for the formation or evolution of the galaxy. The tapping

of rotational energy means that the interstellar medium falls

down towards the nucleus. Because of the uncertainty in our

calculations T may perhaps be the age of the galaxy. The

origin of the inductive energy is the kinetic energy of the

galaxy and this may have been tapped when the galaxy was

formed.

§ 10 Production of Cosmic Rays

The AV and I values we have found bring us up in the range

of the most energetic cosmic radiation. In fact the double

layers should emit ions with an energy

W = ZeAV

where Z is the charge of the ion. With AV = 3«1016 volt

an ion with Z = 30 gets an energy of 1018 eV.

Also a betatron acceleration in a pinching current may give

energies in the same range. In fact if a current I produces

a -magnetic field B « I/r this field can contain and accele-

rate particles with a rigidity hp - I and the betatron acce-
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leration may bring up the particles to an energy W = Zel,

which with I = 3-1017 A = 3'1016 emV and Z = 30 means

3*10 evolt. The total energy delivered as very high

energy cosmic rays should be an appreciable fraction of

the energy of the synchrotron radiation from the radio source.
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Figure captions

Figure I. Electrostatic double layers in laboratory dis-

charges. (TOrvén and Baci6, 1975, 1977).

Figure 2. Electrostatic double layers in the magnetosphere.
9

Compared to laboratory phenomena the scale is 10

times larger.

2 a The circuit is constructed from measurements by

Zmuda and Armstrong (1974).

2 b Details of the double layer, Gurnett and Frank

(1973, 1975 ) and Block (1975).

Figure 3. Heliographic current system.

The currents in the equatorial plane is measured

by space-crafts. The axial currents are derived

from Kirkhoff's law. The prediction of double lay-

ers at the axis are based on analogy with auroral

circuit.

Figure 4. Galactic circuit

4 a The heliographic circuit is scaled up by a factor
9

10 and the sun is replaced by a galaxy.

4 b Observed radio emission attributed to synchrotron

emission by electrons accelerated in double layer.

The galaxy delivering the energy is located almost

exactly between the radio sources.
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§§1-2. The methodology of cosmic plasma physics "s discussed. It is

very hazardous to try to describe plasma phenomena by theories which

have not been carefully tested experimentally. A so far approach is to

rely on laboratory measurements and JLn situ measurements in the magne-

tosphere and haliosphere, and to approach galactic phenomena by sca-

ling up the well-known phenomena to galactic dimensions.

§3. A summary is given of laboratory investigations of electric double

layers, a phenomenon which is known to be very important in laboratory

discharges.

§4. A summary is given of the ir> situ measurements in the magneto-

sphere by which the importance of electric double layers in the

Earth's surrounding is established. The scaling lwas between laborato-

ry and magnetospheric double layers are studied.

§§5-6. The successful scaling between laboratory and magnetospheric

phenomena encourages an extrapolation to heliospheric phenomena. A

further extrapolation to galactic phenomena leads to a theory of

double radio sources.

§7-9. In analogy with the sun which acting as a homopolar inductor

energizes the heliospheric current system, a rotating magnetized

galaxy should produce a similar current system. Prom analogy with

laboratory and magnetospheric current systems it is argued that the

galactic current might produce double layers where a large energy

dissipation takes place. This leads to a theory of the double radio

sources which within the necessary wide limits of uncertainty is

quantitatively reconcilable with observations.

Key words; Galaxy, Radio double sources, Cosmic current system,

Electrostatic double layers.


